
  Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>

CE_Susman says:
:: testing WPS and LSS ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: In Engineering looking over the ships damage screens ::

CTOValrek says:
::walks through SB74 with a few bags in tow::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: On space station.. preparing his bag and heading toward the Hayden ::

CMOLinard says:
::pulls on her newly replicated blue lab coat as she heads out her door to Sickbay::

Ops_Gregg says:
::on bridge running tests on the communication systems::

TAC_Derek says:
::Turns neck and puts it in a hold that makes it look like he is going to break it and twists a bit with a loud pop issuing from it::

CE_Susman says:
*Engineering to Bridge*: Jim, could you check the inventory on the Torpedoes?

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  Well where do I start, sir?

CSO_Gol says:
::performing level one diagnostic on sensors::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: enters a turbolift.. think he should bring his bag to his new quarters first ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Sighs::Self:I am NEVER getting into a vent again.

Ops_Gregg says:
*Dario* yes sir standby

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Try the fish? :: laughs :: test the IPS and the Aux systems

Ops_Gregg says:
*Dario* looks like we're missing 5 from the inventory

EO_Hebert says:
Dario: Aye, Sir.  :: laughs ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: get out of the Turbolift has he arrive on the Hayden.. ::
EO_Hebert says:
:: moves to the IP system and starts to check over the system by feeding computer commands ::

TAC_Derek says:
::In room still has shift in ten min. so he get's on the floor and starts to do push ups::

CTOValrek says:
::stops by a shop and looks at some gifts for his mother::

MO_Asimov says:
Computer:  Where are my quarters located ?

CE_Susman (console2.wav)

CMOLinard says:
::enters sickbay::

CNSKent-M says:
::on SB packing the last of her things, about to return to the Hayden::

Ops_Gregg says:
::checks inventory again::

MO_Asimov says:
:: waiting for the Computer to tell him where his quarters are ::

CTOValrek says:
::notices the time and leaves the shop::

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Please, check the Antimatter containment

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Private communication for CTO Valrick arrives from SF

Ops_Gregg says:
*Dario* last of the torpedoes are loaded sir

EO_Hebert says:
*CMO* Well how's the new position Doc?  I have a problem for you already.  I have a wee bit a cold and need a small antidote latter. Hebert Out

CMOLinard says:
::looks around and sighs:: Self: I was Robert was here to see me

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  Aye, Sir.

CTOValrek says:
::opens the communication::

CE_Susman says:
Ops_Gregg: Ok, Jim. Thanks

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads to the antimatter containment pods ::
CE_Susman says:
<*!!!!>

MO_Asimov says:
::see that his quarters are located on Deck 8.. head toward the next Turbolift::

Host XOmathews says:
::inspecting engineering::

CTOValrek says:
::reads it......Transfer !!! To the Kootenai Station::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles and taps comm badge:: *Hebert* you got a minute to drop by?...I have something that will help clear that up

CNSKent-M says:
::last bag packed, takes a look around::

EO_Hebert says:
*CMO* not at the moment...

MO_Asimov says:
Turbolift: Deck 8..

CTOValrek says:
::smiles for a second then remembers the Hayden crew that he will miss::

EO_Hebert says:
ALL IN ENG.:  Captain on deck!

MO_Asimov says:
:: Going through some flashback.. remembering past events.. ::

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Captain? Where?

TAC_Derek says:
::Checks watch and decides to head to TAC early::

MO_Asimov says:
:: See the doors open.. get out of the turbolift and heads toward his new quarters.. ::

CMOLinard says:
*Hebert* Alright...when you have the time,,,,I"ll be here

CTOValrek says:
::Gathers his bags and puts them in a locker near the shop he just left::

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  Matthews just walked in.

CNSKent-M says:
::picks up the bags and leaves for the Hayden::

Ops_Gregg says:
::sees the results from the tests and nods::

EO_Hebert says:
*CMO* thanks, Doc.  You don't mind me calling you doc. ?

CTOValrek says:
::walks briskly towards the Hayden....to prepare for his transfer::

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Mathews!

MO_Asimov says:
:: Enter new quarters.. quickly unpack his bag.. put the picture of his wife Falba on the table.. and the picture of his family on the wall near his bed.. ::

Host XOmathews says:
Hebert: estimated time to full repair?

TAC_Derek says:
::Relives the officer at the station and sit's::

Ops_Gregg says:
*MO* welcome aboard ensign, please check in as soon as you can

CNSKent-M says:
::walks down the corridors toward the Hayden::

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that it's time to report to Lt.Linard.. ::

CTOValrek says:
::sees Anna::

CTOValrek says:
CNS: Anna !!

MO_Asimov says:
:: Leave his quarters.. will unpack the rest later.. ::

EO_Hebert says:
Matthews:  ummmm :: looks around ::  30 mins sir. estimated

CMOLinard says:
::checks out her laboratory and inspects the repairs::

CTOValrek says:
::jogs up to her::

Ops_Gregg says:
::runs level 3 diagnostics::

MO_Asimov says:
:: enters turbolift:: TL: Deck 5-Sickbay.

CTOValrek says:
CNS:Need some help with those bags?
Host XOmathews says:
Hebert: good, keep working on it

CMOLinard says:
*Hebert* Not at all....you can call me what you want...I've been called worse...::laughs::

EO_Hebert says:
*CMO* that’s affirm.  Hebert Out

CNSKent-M says:
CTO:  Alex, You look happy today!... Yes, thank you ::hands him one of the bags::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Gets out of Turbolift and head toward Sickbay.. ::

CTOValrek says:
::takes the bag::

Ops_Gregg says:
*Sickbay* please report status

EO_Hebert says:
Computer:  run diagnostic on the anti-matter containment field strength.

CTOValrek says:
CNS: I have good news and bad news.....but I will start with the good news

EO_Hebert  (Accept.wav)

CE_Susman :: checks all systems: Sensors, deflector dish, Weaponry, Propulsion, Life support, Transporters :: (console.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 7, Science Lab 1.

CNSKent-M says:
CTO:  Alex, what is it?  ::smiles::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Enter's sickbay via the doctor's officer door.. ::

Host XOmathews says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck5

CTOValrek says:
CNS: I got a transfer to the Kootenai Station. The bad news is that I will miss everyone on the Hayden.

CMOLinard says:
::looks up and sees Dr. Asimov enter::

Ops_Gregg says:
*Sickbay* please report status

CTOValrek says:
::looks to her to see her reaction::

MO_Asimov says:
:: see Lt. Linard in Doctor's office:: Linard: Lt.Linard I presume ?

CNSKent-M says:
::surprised::  CTO:  Congratulations!  You'll missed!

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: MO: Welcome aboard Doctor.....I'm Kathleen Linard....

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Status?. I want this completed in 15 minutes

CTOValrek says:
CNS:Yes, but I am sure that we will meet up again sometime.

MO_Asimov says:
:: shakes hand with Dr.Linard:: Linard: Thank you very much doctor..

EO_Hebert says:
computer:  Run diagnostic on the warp propulsion system.

EO_Hebert  (Warpdiag.wav)

CMOLinard says:
::nods and extends hand:: yes ...Antoine Asimov right?

Host XOmathews says:
::enters sickbay:: Asimov: Lt.Asimov?

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  Aye, Sir.  The diag. is under way.

CNSKent-M says:
CTO:  I'm sure we will, I'll expect you to keep in touch.

CTOValrek says:
CNS : I am on my way to gather what is left of my belongings and brief Derek

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: Yes that's correct.. I suppose you have receive my medical report from Starfleet.. ?

CTOValrek says:
CNS: I will send messages when I can

EO_Hebert says:
<computer> Diagnostic Complete.  Within normal parameters.

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: MO: Yes I have

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  The IPS and the WPS check out 100%

CE_Susman :: hears the computer :: *Gregg*: Jim, the ship is ready for departure. (voycom.wav)
CNSKent-M says:
::nods::  CTO:  It'll be hectic for a while.

Ops_Gregg says:
::scratches head and taps the console one more time:: *Bridge to sickbay* report on status please

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: So now I should report to the Captain ?

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Well done

EO_Hebert says:
Computer:  Give me a level 4 diagnostic on the AUX-power systems and display it to my console.

CTOValrek says:
::Comes to the Hayden and lets Anna pass through the entryway first::

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  The Aux system has not been fully tested.

CTOValrek says:
CNS: Yes, I will be very busy, I guess

TAC_Derek says:
::Rolls shoulder up and a loud pop is heard::

Ops_Gregg says:
*Engineering* thank you sir

CNSKent-M says:
::walks through the entryway:: CTO:  When do you leave for Kootenai Station?

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: MO: yes you should let him know your on board

CE_Susman says:
*Bridge*: a sure pleasure

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: Where is she at the moment ?

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL, enters Science Lab 1 and begins performing level three diagnostics on all systems::

Ops_Gregg says:
*CMO* hmm doctor??

CTOValrek says:
CNS: I will be leaving tomorrow. So I have to finish whatever needs to be done with the Hayden today.

EO_Hebert :: console comes alive :: (Console.wav)

CMOLinard says:
*Gregg*  I'm sorry could you repeat that?
CNSKent-M says:
::enters TL with Alex:: TL: Deck 6    ::nods at Alex::

Ops_Gregg says:
*CMO* status report on sickbay please

EO_Hebert says:
Computer:  ET till diag. is complete.

MO_Asimov says:
:: Sign to Linard that he will back later.. ::

CE_Susman says:
*Bridge*: Aux systems are now being tested. Please, could you help us with the turbo shafts and Shuttle operations?

EO_Hebert  (CompWorking.wav)

CTOValrek says:
::Stands quietly as usual while in the TL::

MO_Asimov says:
:: leave sickbay.. and head toward turbolift ::

Host XOmathews says:
::enters bridge and sits on big chair::

EO_Hebert says:
<computer> 2 mins.

Ops_Gregg says:
*Engineering* aye sir, will do

CTOValrek says:
::goes over all he has to do before leaving the Hayden::

CE_Susman says:
*Bridge* Thanks, Jim

CMOLinard says:
*Gregg* Everything is working good here

MO_Asimov says:
:: enters turbolift:: TL:Bridge..

TAC_Derek says:
Mathews: Hello, jees never knew vents were so cramped

Ops_Gregg says:
::runs diagnostics on shuttles and turbo lifts::

Ops_Gregg says:
*CMO* thank you doctor

CNSKent-M says:
::trying to think of something to say to break the silence::
MO_Asimov says:
:: Arrived on the bridge ::

Host XOmathews says:
Derek: how are you?

CTOValrek says:
::watches as the TL reaches Deck 6::

TAC_Derek says:
Mathews:Fine and you?

MO_Asimov says:
:: Head toward Lt.Cmdr.Matthews..::

Host XOmathews says:
Derek: better than ever

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Hello doc

CTOValrek says:
::holds the door as it opens::

EO_Hebert says:
*OPS* Can you give me what your console says on the power level?  is it stable or fluctuating?

CNSKent-M says:
::exits the TL on deck 6:: CTO:  Have you been planning this for a while?   ::walks toward quarters::

Host XOmathews says:
::stands up::

EO_Hebert  (CommBadge.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
Asimov: Lt. Asimov?

Ops_Gregg says:
*EO* it is stable

MO_Asimov says:
XO: Lt.Cmdr Matthew.. I am Lieutenant Antoine Asimov.. I'm reporting for duty.. sir..

TAC_Derek says:
Mathews:Sorry I made no half arsed attempt to save any of you.

EO_Hebert says:
*Ops* thank you... making sure read-outs are clear.  Hebert Out.

CTOValrek says:
CNS: Not at all. The opportunity came up and I jumped at it.

Host XOmathews says:
Asimov: Welcome aboard doctor
CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Status, Mr. Hebert?

Ops_Gregg says:
*CEO* reading all shuttles and turbo lifts are in operational order

MO_Asimov says:
XO: Thank you sir.. how is Captain Wendyway.. ? I heard she was on Vacation..

EO_Hebert says:
<computer> Aux diag. complete.  transferring materials.

CE_Susman says:
Ops_Gregg: Thanks again, Jim

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  diag just completed.

CTOValrek says:
::walks beside Anna, with her bag still in his hand::

EO_Hebert says:
:: checks all clear ::

CMOLinard says:
::runs a routine diagnostic on biobed systems::

Host XOmathews says:
Asimov: Yes, I've been filling in for her the last few months

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  Aux. systems are running within normal parameters.

MO_Asimov says:
XO: I heard you have been doing a really good job too.. ::Smile:: .. Well.. I better leave. I need to unpack the rest of my stuff.. I will see you later sir..

EO_Hebert says:
*BRIDGE*  The Aux- power systems are functioning at operable levels.

CNSKent-M says:
::arrives at quarters and opens the door:: CTO:  Thank you for your help ::reaches for bag:: and good luck with your new assignment

CMOLinard says:
::checks latest medical files::

CTOValrek says:
CNS: I hope you had a good hike. I had to leave to visit my mother.

Host XOmathews says:
Asimov: aye

Ops_Gregg says:
*EO* thank you,will make a note

EO_Hebert says:
*Ops* affirmative.  Hebert Out.

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Ok. I think we're ready. don't you think so?

CNSKent-M says:
CTO:  I had a wonderful time, How is your mother?

MO_Asimov says:
:: Sign to Commander Matthews and to Derek and head back to the turbolift ::

CTOValrek says:
CNS: Thank you.... I am not good with good byes, so I will just say that I will see you later. ::smiles::

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  Looks pretty good on my end.

CTOValrek says:
CNS: She is fine now, Thanks

MO_Asimov says:
TL: Deck 6..

EO_Hebert :: walks to replicator ::  coffee black, double sweet. (Replicator.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
:: sips coffee ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: heads out of Turbolift ::

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  Can I get you something to drink?

Ops_Gregg says:
*CEO* report sir,all systems a go?

CNSKent-M says:
CTO:  Good.  ::smiles::  I'm not good with goodbye's either.  ::drops her bags and hugs him:: Take care.

CTOValrek says:
CNS: I am sorry to leave in such a hurry, but I need to finish quite a few things

EO_Hebert says:
:: sips hot coffee to wake him up some more ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Happen to pass by Lt.Valrek as he's talking with CNS Kent..::Valrek: Lt.Valrek.. ???

CTOValrek says:
CNS: You take care too. I hope to hear from you soon

Host XOmathews says:
*CTO* Please report to the captains ready room at your earliest convenience
CTOValrek says:
MO: Yes?

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Sure!. A Raktagino, please. *Gregg*: All systems are ok. We can depart anytime

Host XOmathews says:
::walks into RR::

CTOValrek says:
*XO* Aye Sir

Ops_Gregg says:
*CEO* thank you sir

MO_Asimov says:
Valrek: You don't recognize me do you ??.. It's been what.. 20.. no wait.. 15 years.. isn't ?

CNSKent-M says:
CTO:  Alex, I'll be sure to keep in touch.  ::nods to the DR::  ::picks up bags and enters quarters::

Ops_Gregg says:
*XO* all systems are ready to go,we can depart anytime

CTOValrek says:
::wonders if the MO, is thinking of someone else::

EO_Hebert :: walks to replicator :: raktagino (Replicator.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
:: walks to Dario with drink ::

Host XOmathews says:
*Ops* Aye, take us out Lt.

EO_Hebert says:
:: hands Dario the drink ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: walk by with CTO..::Valrek:Of course it would be surprising if you would remember me.. I'm the one you give you birth..

Ops_Gregg says:
*XO* aye sir

MO_Asimov says:
<who .. not you >

CE_Susman says:
:: takes the cup ::

CTOValrek says:
MO: I am very sorry but I don't remember. But I have other things on my mind......Oh !!!

Ops_Gregg says:
*ALL* all personal standby for departure

CTOValrek says:
::laughs::

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: Thanks, Mr

Host XOmathews says:
*Ops* on my command

CSO_Gol1 says:
::completes diagnostics, all systems within established parameters.  leaves SL and heads to TL::

CSO_Gol1 says:
TL:  Bridge.

CTOValrek says:
MO: I have to go !!!

CMOLinard says:
::gets a Vulcan Spice tea and sits in her lab..going over lab reports::

MO_Asimov says:
:: laugh a little with Valrek too.::  Valrek: I see. .well.. It was nice seeing you again.. please.. stop by my quarters sometime.. I need to catch up..

CTOValrek says:
::Turns and runs for the nearest TL::

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  then may I be excused to sick-bay for a second... CMO has a remedy for my...ahh... ahh... CHEW!!!!!        cold......

Host XOmathews says:
*Ops* belay the departure for a few minutes

CSO_Gol1 says:
::exits TL and heads to science console one::

Ops_Gregg says:
*XO* aye sir,on your command

EO_Hebert says:
:: sniffles ::

CTOValrek says:
TL:Bridge

CNSKent-M says:
::puts bags on bed and goes to the desk, to check through data padds::

CE_Susman says:
:: cleans some Hebert's saliva :: Hebert: Sure thing

MO_Asimov says:
:; see that Valrek is on a hurry.. .. turn back and head toward his quarters.. ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: chuckles ::  sorry, sir.

CTOValrek says:
::enters the bridge and heads to the RR::

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads towards TL ::

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: No problem.

MO_Asimov says:
:: Enters his quarters.. and finished unpacking.. ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Put his close in the drawer ::

MO_Asimov says:
<cloth>

EO_Hebert says:  sick-bay. (Turbolift.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:Hello sir

CTOValrek says:
::chimes the RR door::

Host XOmathews says:
::stands up:: CTO: enter

CTOValrek says:
::waves back at Derek::

CE_Susman (doorchim.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: Continue unpacking his cloths.. ::

CTOValrek says:
TAC: I will talk to you soon

CTOValrek says:
::enters the RR::

EO_Hebert says:
:: walks to sick-bay ;  enters sick-bay ::

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:O.K. sir

CNSKent-M says:
::finds one with a note from brother Alex::  ::Reads:  Sis, I'm trying to work on mom.  So far it's not working.  I'll keep you posted.  Alex::

CTOValrek says:
XO: Reporting as ordered Sir

EO_Hebert says:
CMO:  Hi, Doc.  ahhh chew.

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Lt., I've read your transfer

CTOValrek says:
XO:Yes sir

EO_Hebert says:
CMO:  have something for me?

CMOLinard says:
::shields herself from Mike's sneeze:: *Hebert* you've got it bad don't you?

CSO_Gol1 says:
::begins LRS of the sector::

MO_Asimov says:
:: finish unpacking cloth.. start unpacking other personal stuff.. ::

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: It's been an honor serving with you, good luck with your new assignment

MO_Asimov says:
:: decide to put some music to change the mood of the room .. head toward his Computer ::

CTOValrek says:
XO: Thank you Sir, it has been a privilege to serve under you sir

Host XOmathews says:
::shakes Valrek’s hand::

CTOValrek says:
::shakes hands::

CMOLinard says:
::nods and gets a hypo filled with a strong antihistamine::

CTOValrek says:
XO: Oh, and congratulations on the marriage

CTOValrek says:
::smiles::

EO_Hebert says:
CMO:  you know I hate shots... ::grins::

MO_Asimov says:
:: downloads some file from it's personal collection ::
Host XOmathews says:
himself: Cole!

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: Thank you

MO_Asimov says:
Computer: Play Asimov's personal collection.. series #1..

CSO_Gol1 is now known as CSO_Gol.

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: EO: and you know I love giving them....

EO_Hebert says:
:: smiles ::

CTOValrek says:
XO: I have to gather my things and brief Kurthem before I leave, do I have time?

MO_Asimov says:
:: listen to the music while finishing to unpack.. ::

Host XOmathews says:
CTO: you have a few minutes

CTOValrek says:
XO: Thank you

CMOLinard says:
::injects hypo:: EO: you should take it easy for a day or so....until it kicks in

EO_Hebert says:
CMO:  Easier said than done... :: laughs ::   o k  I will try.

CTOValrek says:
::turns and walks out::

EO_Hebert  (Hypospray.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: finally finish unpacking.. replicate a plant for the room ::

CNSKent-M says:
::leaves quarters and walks to TL::  TL: sickbay

CTOValrek says:
TAC: I need to speak with you briefly

CMOLinard says:
::grins:: EO: just try not to work so hard....

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:What is it sir?

EO_Hebert says:
Linard:  Try telling Dario that.

MO_Asimov says:
:: Think he should head to sickbay to find out when his next shift his.. ::

CNSKent-M says:
::exits TL and walks to sickbay::

Host XOmathews says:
::enters bridge:: Ops: As soon as Mr.Valrek leaves the ship, take us out

MO_Asimov says:
:: Enter TL:: TL: Sickbay..

CMOLinard says:
::laughs:: EO: I know....I'll inform him.....

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: aye sir

TAC_Derek says:
::Gets up from seat::

Host XOmathews says:
::enters TL: TL:sickbay

EO_Hebert says:
:: nods and chuckled ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Arrive on Deck 5 and heads toward Sickbay ::

CTOValrek says:
TAC: you will have more responsibilities, now that I am transferring.... Be sure to keep this ship safe at all costs. I will keep in touch. You know where to contact me if you need.

Host XOmathews says:
::exits TL::

CNSKent-M says:
::sees Dr. Linard with Hebert and waits::

MO_Asimov says:
:: enters Sickbay.. .. see that Linard is talking with another officer ::

EO_Hebert says:
Linard:  Thanks, Doc.

Host XOmathews says:
::enters sickbay::

MO_Asimov says:
:: se Miss Kent in the corner.. ::

TAC_Derek says:
CTO: ::Caught off guard::Huh?::Then it hits him::

CTOValrek says:
::shakes Derek's hand:: TAC: Good Luck

MO_Asimov says:
:: see XO Matthews arrive ::

CSO_Gol says:
::walks to Valrek:: Valrek: It's been a pleasure serving with you.

MO_Asimov says:
CNS: Can I do anything for you madam ?

CTOValrek says:
TAC: I have to go gather my things before you leave

CE_Susman (powerup.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
CTO:Thank you sir::A single tear comes from his eyes::

CTOValrek says:
CSO: Thanks the pleasure has been mine

EO_Hebert says:
Susan:  Hi.  how is the family... :: laughs ::  congrats again.

CSO_Gol says:
::extends hand::

CNSKent-M says:
::turns at the sound of the doors opening and sees Austin arrive and smiles::  Dr:  I just wanted to see if I could get something for a headache.

TAC_Derek says:
::Salutes it has been an honor sir!

TAC_Derek says:
<::>

CNSKent-M says:
EO:  Thank you, Mike

CTOValrek says:
::shakes CSO's hand and waves to all as he enters the TL::

MO_Asimov says:
CNS: I see.. well.. madam.. ?.. ee.. what is your name ?

CSO_Gol says:
::returns to station:

TAC_Derek says:
::Sit's back down stunned::
EO_Hebert says:
All in sickbay:  well see y’all later... off to work again.  :: laughs as he heads out ::

CTOValrek says:
TL: Deck 4

Ops_Gregg says:
*ALL* 1 minute to departure,all hands standby

MO_Asimov says:
:: walk to an hypospray shaft and pick one ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads to the TL ::

CE_Susman says:
:: stands by, drinking mate ::

CE_Susman says:
<By, even>

CTOValrek says:
::exits TL and runs to his old quarters::

CNSKent-M says:
::glances at Austin:: MO: Lt, Anna Kent

CTOValrek says:
::starts throwing his belongings in a large duffle::

CNSKent-M says:
XO: Austin, how is everything going on the bridge and with inspections?

Host XOmathews says:
CMO: How is everything going in sickbay?

EO_Hebert ENG.  (Turbolift.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
<COMM> SB78 request clearance for departure

Host XOmathews says:
CNS: Ok

TAC_Derek says:
::When no one is looking he punches the console leaving small marks of where his knuckles struck the steel plating::

MO_Asimov says:
:: fill a vial into the hypospray:: CNS: Here miss Kent.. that should give you some relief.. come back in 24 hours if your head still hurt..

MO_Asimov  (Hypospray.wav)

CTOValrek says:
::grabs all of his belongings and leaves his quarters for TR1::

CMOLinard says:
XO: just fine for my first day as Chief, thanks

CSO_Gol says:
::powers SRS::

EO_Hebert says:
:: heads to TR1 ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: enters Transporter Room 1 ::

CTOValrek says:
::Gets to TR1 and jumps on the pad:: Transporter Chief: Energize

CNSKent-M says:
::nods:: MO:  Thank you, Dr.

Ops_Gregg says:
<SB78> Hayden you are cleared to depart

MO_Asimov says:
:: Nods back to miss Kent ::

Host XOmathews says:
::walks closer to Anna:: Anna: Maybe you should be there to watch <G>

CTOValrek says:
::dematerializes::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles at Matthews and whispers:: XO: someone let out your secret?

EO_Hebert  (Transporter.wav)

CE_Susman (beam_out.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
::releases docking clamps::

Ops_Gregg says:
::all mooring released::

EO_Hebert says:
:: sees Rick leave and heads back to ENG. ::

Host XOmathews says:
CMO: yep, Cole

CTOValrek says:
::Materializes on the SB transporter pad and moves off to watch the Hayden leave::

Ops_Gregg says:
::engages impulse power and slowly takes the Hayden out::

TAC_Derek says:
::Bites finger:::

CNSKent-M says:
::smiles:: Austin:  I'd like to be there.  What did Marcus do?

EO_Hebert says:
*Rick*  I didn't have a chance to give you a fond farewell.  au revoir my friend.

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: report here....NOW!

CMOLinard says:
::shakes head:: XO: I see.....

MO_Asimov says:
:: see that Dr.Linard is talking with Lt.Cmdr Matthews .. and decide he should take this time to take a look at the medical database.. ::

Ops_Gregg says:
::clear of the SB,sets a course for the Learsi system::

EO_Hebert says:
:: hears Dario and starts running towards eng. ::

Host XOmathews says:
CNS: Some people know about Vegas

CNSKent-M says:
XO:  Austin, I was afraid we would be able to keep it quiet for long.

CTOValrek says:
::puts the heavy duffle down as he watches from one of the many windows::

Ops_Gregg says:
*XO* clear of SB78 course laid in for the Learsi system

EO_Hebert says:
:: enters Eng ::

Host XOmathews says:
*Ops* acknowledged

MO_Asimov says:
:: check some of the records.. read along.. ::

EO_Hebert says:
Dario: :: OUT OF BREATH ::   report....ting.....as.......or....dered......

CNSKent-M says:
::overhears Ops' announcement:: XO:  shall we go?

Ops_Gregg ::engages warp 5:: (Warp.wav)
CMOLinard says:
::leaves newly weds to chat::

EO_Hebert says:
:: watches warp core start to pulsate ::

CE_Susman says:
:: tortures :: Hebert: I didn't tell you to run, Ensign... Just to come ere..now

CE_Susman says:
:: hears the Warp drive ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: See Dr.Linard coming back to Sickbay.. :: Linard: Ah.. Dr.. so..her and him are a new couple ?

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  yes, sir.....   ahhhh ahh, chew......  sorry, Sir.

CTOValrek says:
::looks to his left and sees a console..... decides to send a ship wide message to the Hayden, telling them Good Bye and wishing them Safe Journeys::

CE_Susman says:
:: smiles :: No problem, Hebert. How are you now? any better?

Host XOmathews says:
CNS: I'm headed back to engineering, maybe you want to check some of the engineers for, ahh something?

CTOValrek says:
::returns to the window after sending the message::

CMOLinard says:
::sees Dr. Asimov and nods:: MO: Yes, but we weren't supposed to find out yet

TAC_Derek says:
::Puts the next officer on duty and heads for holodecks::

Host XOmathews says:
CNS: I'm headed back to engineering, maybe you want to check some of the engineers for, ahh something?

EO_Hebert says:
:: rubs sleeve across red nose ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: while checking the file.. see that Valrek has been transferred.. to bad he won't get the chance to get more acquainted with him ::Linard: Well.. love is a tough thing to hide.. especially when you are young..

CNSKent-M says:
XO:  I'll walk with you.  I'll think of something to check them for on the way.

TAC_Derek ::Stands in from of doors opening walking in then closing them:: (HolodeckDoors.wav)

CMOLinard says:
MO: yes it is...especially for newly weds....but they did announce an engagement.....the wedding in Vegas leaked out

Host XOmathews says:
::takes Anna's hand:: Anna: ok ::begins walking from sickbay::

EO_Hebert :: walks to replicator ::  coffee black, double sweet. (Replicator.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: Continuing to chat while checking the medical file:: Linard: I see.. have you never been married Lt. ?

TAC_Derek says:
Computer:Time for a little Tactical target  practice!

CSO_Gol says:
::begins sensor sweeps of surrounding areas::

CTOValrek says:
::watches the Hayden disappear and walks back to the lockers with his duffle::

TAC_Derek says:
::Tac console turns on and the targets fly out::

CMOLinard says:
::looks at Asimov for a moment and hesitates:: MO: No....but I was engaged

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: Really.. how long ago ? :: still reading files ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Watches one juking and another attacking::

Host XOmathews says:
::arrives in engineering with Anna::

CMOLinard says:
::pauses:: MO: about three years ago now.....

CNSKent-M says:
::enters engineering with Austin::

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: .. what happened ? :: continuing to check files while chatting ::

TAC_Derek ::Manually targets one firing and fires ship phasers:: (ShipPhasers.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
Dario: how is everything going?

CMOLinard says:
::wishes he hadn't asked that:: MO: well, uh...::clears throat:: he got killed in a shuttle accident near Betazed....

CE_Susman says:
XOmathews: I think all is fine. Yourself?

EO_Hebert says:
:: sits at eng. console and looks over read-outs, puts head down, and snores ::

EO_Hebert says:
:: snores ::

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: I understand the feeling.. I lost my first wife in an incident..

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: ensign!!!!

Host XOmathews says:
Susman: great, how is the Hayden?

TAC_Derek ::Misses first time but fires again destroying it:: (ShipPhasers.wav)

CMOLinard says:
MO: really?...what happened?

EO_Hebert says:
:: JUMPS up and spills coffee ::

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  Aye, Sir. Done Sir.

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: You're tired enough. Go to your quarters.

Host XOmathews says:
Susman: take it easy on him, ok

TAC_Derek ::The juking one tries to run but fires a torp up it's arse:: (Torpedo.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
Dario:  I am fine, sir.

MO_Asimov says:
:: remembering Isabella.. .. and also remembering..  Patrick.. ::Linard: The ship I was on got caught in some sort of subspace anomaly.. the crew barely escape..

CSO_Gol says:
::begins preparing list of duties for Zaldivar to complete when his shift starts::

EO_Hebert says:
:: walks to control panel to look at read-outs ::

CNSKent-M says:
::walks over to Ens. Hebert’s console:: EO:  Ens., I believe Lt. Susman is right, you could use some rest.::

CE_Susman says:
EO_Hebert: No...That's an order. you're free to go

TAC_Derek says:
::Continues target practice most of the night::

EO_Hebert says:
:: nods ::

MO_Asimov says:
:: remembering the incident as if it had taken place yesterday.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::feels intense sorrow from him:: MO: I/m so sorry.......I know how you feel..

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<,Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>


